Eclipse2024.org

Detailed eclipse information for:
- Educators • Local Governments • General Public
- Eclipse Chasers • Media • Chambers of Commerce

Eclipse2024.org has all the standard eclipse education and eye safety information, PLUS these unique features:

ECLIPSE VIEWING INFORMATION

- Eclipse viewing blogs
  • Available for 75 major regions along the path
  • Answers the questions “Where? When? What? How?”
  • Safety considerations
  • Select local viewing locations
  • Interactive map showing eclipse times and phases
  The perfect place for everyone to plan eclipse viewing!

ECLIPSE SIMULATOR

- Incredibly realistic eclipse simulation
  • Shows the 2023 / 2024 eclipses from any location
  • Realistic prominences and chromosphere
  • Full-disk Bailey’s Beads (generated with LRO data)
  • Sun / Moon outlines • Stars and Planets
  • Sunrise / Sunset effects • Eye Safety warning
  • Library of backgrounds and coronas
  • Many other realistic details!
  (Contact Dan for a personal tour of all the features)

ECLIPSE SIMULATION VIDEOS

- The easiest way to preview the eclipse!
  • Extracted from the Eclipse Simulator
  • 2,200 cities in North and Central America
  • 2023 and 2024 eclipses are included
  • Now available for viewing on YouTube
  • Eclipse sequence videos are available for official use by Educators / Tourism / Government / Media
  (Attribution required)

- Search directly in YouTube – OR –
  Visit the Eclipse2024.org video landing page
  • Searchable city list / Detailed selection map

ECLIPSE VIEWING INSTRUCTIONS

- Simple eclipse viewing instruction booklet
  • Great resource for everyone
  • FREE to download and use
  • Perfect for eclipse outreach
  • Easy-to-understand style
  • Accurate and detailed
  • Available in English, French and Spanish.

LOCAL ECLIPSE CIRCUMSTANCES

- Collection of location-specific eclipse information
  Celebrating the eclipse viewing experience of EVERY locality in North America!
  • Complete 2023 and 2024 eclipse circumstances
  • >140,000 cities in North / Central / South America
  • Links to maps, blog posts, simulator, videos and community information.

COMMUNITY PAGES

- FREE resources for official community plans
  • ALL 140,000 communities have a community page!
  • Back by popular demand from 2017
  • Communities can host eclipse-weekend plans COMPLETELY FREE!
  • 2023 and 2024 eclipse sections
  • NOT just for cities in the path!

Eclipse2024.org webmaster:
Dan McGlaun • dan@eclipse2024.org • 317-409-1485